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Introduction
This paper continues the discussion developed in the
very first Marex Spectron Institute paper, published on
the 1st August 2016, dedicated to the incident of the
UK leaving the European Union, an event commonly
known as “BREXIT”. Back then we suggested there
would be an economic slowdown in the UK with
both short and long-term consequences that would
far exceed any theoretical benefit. Two years on
and we have a lagging economy that is performing

part of the population. However, the economic
benefit from globalization comfortably outweighs the
costs. We argue that what is often presented as a
negative impact from globalization is nothing more
than the failure to identify the disruptive influence
of automation. We also imply that the simplistic
approach of the “winner takes it all” to global trade
promoted by the current USA administration will do
far more harm than good, not only to the standing of
the USA on the global stage but also to its economy.

significantly below its long-term potential. In the months
and years after the event, it has become evident
that the vote was driven to a large extent by voters’
concern regarding the process of globalization, where

Global trade systems and the process
of globalization

the UK economy still scores highly on a global scale. Trade has enriched countries for centuries and allows
Similar motivation appeared to influence the result of for specialization, which in turn breeds innovation
the USA presidential elections in the same year. We and growth. Over the past century, technology and
feel that a deeper understanding of free trade and industrialization continue to make global trade more
globalization is necessary for all commodity market efficient. The goal of free trade is to eliminate barriers
participants and we offer our findings in this paper.
Over the past 30 years there has been a consensus
in favour of free trade and globalization; that open
economies utilize their comparative advantage,
benefiting world markets. Large economies have
lowered trade barriers and reaped the benefits of
low prices and easy access to foreign goods and
capital. Unfortunately increasing trade imbalances
and changing labour markets have destabilized

that differentiate imports and exports for a market;
preventing the government application of tariffs,
quotas or subsidies to inhibit the free movement of
goods. The idea of non-regulated trade has proved
its value over time. After all, it was first popularized
by Adam Smith in his “Wealth of Nations” in 1776.
According to Smith, free trade within colonial empires
benefitted a European country by allowing the free
movement of colonial goods. Smith also claimed if
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other countries had access to monopolized colonial many definitions, but it can be described as a process
products, all prices would be lower. Free trade may of international integration through trade, politics,
be more advantageous for a large producing country cultural exchange and increasing global networks.
in terms of trade balance and access to markets, but Globalization enhances trade and creates a larger
consumers also get lower prices due to competition scale for the division of labour, allowing countries
between producers.

to maximize their comparative advantage. This
increases competition which drives down prices and

Trade has always connected people around the

forces companies to reduce costs and innovate.

world and over time there was a desire to make more

The top four economies have all benefited from

beneficial trade deals. A theory that describes global

globalization and free trade and their GDP/Capita

trade won the first Nobel Prize in Economic Science

have been increasing steadily (chart below).

in 1969. Jan Tinbergen, a physicist turned political
economist, likened global trade flows to the force of
gravity. The ‘gravity equation’ derives the strength
of the trade flow between two countries based on
the size of their economic output over the distance
between them. In other words, the trade flow between
two countries increases as GDP strengthens and the
distance between the markets decreases. The value
of Tinbergen’s work was not only to quantify what
many of us in the industry observe every day, namely
that adjacent countries are more likely to have more

intense trade, especially if they have large markets The KOF Globalisation Index measures the economic,
and wealthy consumers, but the fact that very large social and political dimensions of globalisation. The
countries will usually trade with each other because Index has been increasing since 1970s, with a boost
their size outweighs the distance deterrent. Over the after the Cold War ended in 1989. This index includes
years many argued that lower transportation unit capital flows, trade flows and the creating of network
costs, weaker trade barriers and shifting geopolitical connections stemming from the countries in question.
landscape would render the concept obsolete. In

Any effort towards globalization depends exclusively

reality, the Gravity Model of Global Trade has stood

on multilateralism. For example, the concept of

the test of time as changes seen in transportation

multilateral interdependence forms the foundations

technology and international trade did nothing to

of the European Economic Area – the largest trade

change the rules established in the original version of

block in the world which is also the world’s biggest

the model (Tinbergen 1962).

exporter of manufactured goods and services and

Globalization is a complex phenomenon that has the largest import market of over 100 countries.
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Multilateral FTAs on the other hand take longer to
negotiate but once completed, the economies
of scale of more markets opening to one another
are clearly visible. More importantly, the closer the
economic inter-dependence the lower the chance
of conflict between members of the agreement.
Institutions supporting globalization and therefore
forms of multilateral trade and political ties include
the UN, EU, IMF, WTO, NATO and OECD. There is no
mystery as to why all these institutions were established
between 1945-1961. What followed was the longest
period of peace in Europe, which was one of the

Tools of globalization and free trade

reasons the EU was awarded the Noble Peace Prize

It has been proven by both academic research in 2012.
and trade practice that Free Trade Agreements
(FTAs) improve economic growth by increasing
trade between member countries. Countries tend
to engage in either bilateral or multilateral FTAs, or
a combination of the two. Bilateral agreements are
easier to negotiate but they are not backed by the
World Trade Organization (WTO). There are only two
parties to a bilateral FTA which makes them far more
unstable e.g. more violate and ultimately easier to

Since the WTO was founded in 1995, 84% of countries

break. It is worth mentioning that there are fewer

in the world are now members, clearly demonstrating

regulations in bilateral agreements and therefore less

the trend towards free, or significantly freer, trade.

autonomy is given up in the process. Furthermore,

There are maximum tariffs allowed for WTO members,

larger economies usually have the upper hand in a

the average is about 8%. Some tariffs aim to protect

bilateral agreement, which is why certain politicians

industries vital for the national security of a nation.

have always found them an attractive option for

Such national security concerns are overplayed to

bullying smaller nations. This is best described by a

such an extent that in the on-going dispute between

popular joke in the world of global trade, diplomacy

USA and Canada, Canada is now, and this is not a

and academia: when a small nation and a big nation

laughing matter, considered a major security threat

declare a “win-win” trade deal, it simply means that

to the USA.

the big nation wins twice.

As a rule of thumb, developed countries have lower
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tariffs than developing countries, averaging closer to joined the EEC but the strongest growth in trade came
5%. Tariffs rarely go above 15% for developing nations when most of the former CEE countries joined the EU
on most goods. More and more countriesare entering in mid-late 2000 (see chart below).
bilateral or multilateral trade agreements to get
better deals than just a general WTO trade partner.
This makes the claim of prominent Brexit politicians
that the UK is better off substituting EEA membership
with WTO rules very naïve.
There are many free trade agreements that exist
today. The US has bilateral agreements with 12 smallmedium sized economies. The EU has 4 but it is in the
process of negotiating or finalizing FTAs with Canada,
Japan, Singapore, Australia, New Zealand, Mexico NAFTA is another successful multilateral free trade
and MERCOSUR. The largest multilateral free trade agreement. FTAs seem to work best when they aid
agreement is the European Union’s Single Market the already natural gravity of trade. NAFTA, for
(1992) and the North American Free Trade Agreement example, enhanced the existing trade patterns of the
(NAFTA, 1994) between the United States, Mexico and US, Canada and Mexico as seen in the chart below.
Canada. There is also the Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP, 2008) which includes Australia, Brunei, Canada,
Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru,
Singapore, Viet-Nam (and the US until 2017), and
MERCOSUR (1991) with Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay,
Uruguay and Venezuela (suspended in 2016).
The European Union (EU) began as the European
Economic Community (ECC) in 1958 with only
six members, including Germany, France, Italy,
Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg. Over time,
22 members joined to create the Single Market. By An increase in exports was observed for all countries
1993 the name changed from EEC to EU to reflect after NAFTA was established in 1994. Interestingly, the
the political as well as economic union. The EU is US appears to have benefited disproportionately.
now the second largest market in the world and has Both Canada and Mexico trade more with the US
been larger than the US on and off for the past thirty than each other. Canada continues to export about
years, partly due to currency conversion rates. Exports 75% of its goods and services to the US, whereas
increased shortly after 1986 as Spain and Portugal Mexico exports 78-86%. Notably, both countries import
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about 45-75% from the US. The ratio of exports to GDP FDI flows for the US, UK, EU and China increased after
increased significantly for Mexico and Canada due 1990 after the dismantling of the Berlin Wall and of the
to NAFTA (see chart below). In 1993, exports were economic problems and opportunities that followed.
about 29% of Canada’s GDP, whereas in 2000 they FDI as a share of a country’s GDP is a common factor
were 44%. Additionally, Mexico’s exports were 12% in used to compare the impact on the economy. It is
evident from the graph below that since the start

1993, rising to 38% in 2016.

of the global financial crisis the G7 economies have
lost appeal to investors, while China kept consistently
higher rates of FDI. Our concern is that the on-going
anti-globalization/free-trade rhetoric and actions of
certain governments are starting to hold back FDI
flows. This in turn is the precursor to global economic
slowdown (see chart below).

Costs of Globalization and Free Trade
FDI as an indication of globalization
There are also many disadvantages to globalization
and

free

trade.

As

countries

increase

their

connectivity they also become more interdependent. More specifically, we are concerned that both the
Strengthening global networks can be good, but US and the UK will face declining FDI as the new US
interdependence comes at a cost. Foreign Direct protectionist policies disrupt the trend of globalization
Investment (FDI) is an investment made by an and free trade. The fact that the UK is heading for
individual or firm in another country, usually acquiring the exit from the biggest FTA in the world is hardly
factories or purchasinzg businesses. FDI is an ideal reassuring to foreign investors. The UK’s main foreign
metric of the interconnection between growing investor in 2017 was the EU (45%), compared to the
economies. FDI is usually higher in economies with a US (27%) and RoW (28%). The US received 56.9% of FDI
skilled workforce like the US and many EU countries. from other G-7 countries, UK (16.1%), Canada (12.2%),
Confidence in a country’s economy and political and Japan (11.4%), Germany (10%), and France (7.2%).
judicial system are also important factors. Volatility of
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Interdependence as a cost

the amount of trade between the UK and EU will
decrease by 5.7-7.2% based on higher transaction

Interdependence and connection has seemed like

costs and lower cross-border investment. Therefore,

a positive element of free trade and globalization, it

the trade flow needed to sustain the base level of

demonstrated world collaboration and integration.

UK GDP long-term growth needs to be generated

Clear parallel needs to be drawn between the

elsewhere. This is where the previously discussed

idea of interdependence which requires not only

Tinbergen Gravity Model does not match the flawed

free access to each other’s markets but also

economic logic of campaigning to leave the world’s

common legal base, and FDI which measure an

largest FTA.

investment attractiveness. For example, the system

of interdependence is one of the building blocks We argue that: First, the potential gap in trade which
of the EU and ensures the de-facto inability of one will open as result of Brexit cannot be closed with the
single country to gain an economic (and therefore help of bilateral trade deals with geographically
military) advantage over its peers worked well as remote countries. Second, partial compensation is
balancing mechanism for the US-Sino relationships. only possible if the UK lowers its environmental and
Yet international relations are an anarchical system food quality standards. Third, the effort to close the
and it is very often every country for itself. Allies are gap will come at higher cost for the economy which
important and often trusted and free trade can bring will ultimately erode its long-term competitiveness.
countries together, but in the end the only policies Fourth, nothing stops the UK from trading with nations
a country can predict are those it writes alone. outside of the EU28 and remaining a member. One
Therefore, many consider interdependence to be a example is Germany which managed to sustain for
many years 45-50% higher exports to India than the

cost incurred in the process.

UK (see figure below).

Brexit means Brexit
As a result of its pursuit for a “hard Brexit”, the UK is
bound to lose access to the EU Single Market, whose
infrastructure has contributed to the frictionless flow
of capital, ideas and people into the country for
decades. Regardless of the outcome, it is certain
that the UK will have a worse trade deal than what it
enjoys as a full member of EU. As of 2017, UK exports
to the EU were £276 billion (44% of all UK exports),
whereas imports from the EU were £347 billion
(53% of all UK imports). Our estimates suggest that
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Trade deficits

The US has had a negative trade balance of goods
and services since the mid 1970’s. Starting in 1971, the

Globalization and free trade change domestic

US had a surplus of services. The total US goods deficit

industry and therefore the balance of trade between

is about $800 billion China ($366 billion), Japan ($71.9

countries. Trade deficits are the result of a trade

billion), Germany ($67.1 billion) Mexico ($67 billion),

imbalance. Deficits occur from the pursuit of lower

Ireland ($36.2 billion) and several other countries. The

and more competitive prices for consumers, as

US Goods and Services Trade Balance graph shows

cheaper goods are imported over more expensive

the deficit was largest in 2006 and has decreased

domestically manufactured goods. Trade deficits

since then as service exports increase.

have always existed in free trade; they are not a new

concept as Adam Smith alluded to them way back American politicians are increasingly concerned with
the US trade deficit although it has been part of the

in 1776.

economic debate for decades. The core issue seems

The US trade deficit is a direct result of globalization

to be the current administration’s desire to make

and free trade. Instead of manufacturing American

America less dependent on other countries to prove

products in America, many finished goods are made

its power and economic dominance. In a globalized

abroad and then shipped back to the US. This boosts

world even the most economically powerful countries

US GDP while also increasing the trade deficit. This is

are reliant on one another, and the deficit is a sign

true for most products: cheap raw parts exported,

that America is very integrated in global trade.

more expensive finished products imported and then

a marked-up price is added to the GDP sold in the US. The U.S. has the largest trade deficit in the world and
In other words, deeper trade deficits in the developed some see that as bad for the economy and a cost
world often coincide with a higher GDP. According to of globalization and free trade, but these deficits
our research, at least 800 American companies have and surplus are proportionally changing with the
moved production and/or many jobs out of the US to size of the economy. As seen in the following graph,
the US, China and two large EU countries, Germany

be more cost effective.

and the UK never have a deficit or surplus more than
about 7.5%. The US deficit is never more than ~5%. The
deficit may seem like a large nominal amount but it is
perfectly in line with peer group when the size of the
economy is included.
The core concept of a free market is to let the
market find the most efficient and enriching solution
to everything, which creates winners and losers.
Production is moved out of developed countries like
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War and automation has also accelerated over the
same timeline. More jobs have been lost to machines
than to factories moving out of developed countries.
Some claim that American manufacturing jobs have
been hurt by NAFTA or unfair China subsidies, but 85%
of the jobs lost between 2000-2010, i.e. 4.76 million of
the 5.6 million, were lost to automation. About 13%
of jobs lost over the past fifteen years have been lost
because of international trade with China and other
countries.
The disparity between the pressure many workers
have faced in the previous two decades of intense
the US and into developing countries to cut costs and globalization and automation and the results of the
increase revenue. Globalism, economic and foreign broad economy have been confused. Policymakers
policy, determined on a global not only domestic basis, and businesses focus predominantly on increasing
has resulted in domestic labour costs and transformed a country’s GDP and company valuations. Stock
or displaced industries. These problems must be dealt markets and GDP have increased even as jobs,
with upfront. Education, re-qualification and targeted insurance and wages were cut in many sectors of the
investment in promising new industries deliver results. economy. Real wages in many developed economies
In other words, we believe that addressing the are well below their highs reached decades ago (see
imbalance with the help of free market tools offers a chart below).
better option for the economic well-being of a nation
than employing questionable socialist ideas such as
indiscriminate protectionism which will only erode the
competitiveness of the economy in the long run.

The threat (and result) of automation
More capable technology increases globalization as
travel, communication and information exchange
become

even

easier.

Globalization

and

the

exchange of ideas and technology have allowed the
improvement of automation and in turn automation
has contributed to job loss as machines replace
human labour. Globalization increased after the Cold
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Strong economic performance and ever-increasing reacts to the changes of globalization and free trade.
automation has resulted in higher demand for skilled
workers. In reality, more jobs have been created than

The rise of populism

lost with globalization, free trade and automation. The costs of free trade and globalization include
Unemployment rates in both the USA and UK are interdependence,

changing

domestic

industries

at, or close to, an all-time low. Yet many of the jobs and trade balances. In 2016, the mounting costs of
created are skilled jobs related to new machinery. globalization, automation and free trade entered
Those lost are unskilled jobs, which leaves many politics and won with the populism of Brexit and
angry and blaming the government, other countries Trumpism. The majority of the voters have declared
or immigrants for their displacement. It is plausible to that the costs of globalization and free trade are
assume that those who have been displaced in the too high for them. Angry voters may want to hurt
process expressed their discontent in 2016 by backing the system that hurt them, but this is not the path
the politics of Trump and Brexit.
The low rate of unemployment is also due to the
reduction in Labour Force Participation (LFP). More
and more people, especially men, have dropped

to a sustainable future for the global economy. If
Germany can manage to increase LFP and sustain a
trade surplus while being as globalized as the US and
UK, then other countries can as well.

out of the labour force as jobs have been lost to People in US and UK seem to be polarized into those
globalization. Some don’t want to be retrained or who have profited from globalization and those
can’t afford to learn a new job. This is especially true that have suffered. The UK was split between the
for the US and UK as manufacturing has decreased, urban population with young people verses the rural
while manufacturing in Germany is flourishing (see population and the older generation. The major split
chart). An interesting point to look at is the change between ‘leave’ and ‘remain’ voters was at age 45;
in 2004. The US LFP continues to drop while Germany 56-60% of those over 45 voted ‘leave’ whereas 52-73%
increases as each government and domestic industry of people under the age of 45 voted ‘remain’. The
US was split between the northern East Coast states
and West Coast states that voted for the democratic
candidate while the southern and most Mid-western
states elected Trump. There was also a divide at age
45. Voters over the age of 45 voted for Trump (52%)
and voters under 45 voted for Clinton, the democratic
candidate (between 51-55%).
The polarization of populism is evident in the UK and US
as both countries are almost split in half. The result of
the referendum was 51.89% ‘Leave’, with a difference
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of about 1.269 million votes. The US has an electoral is one way to predict the result of Trump’s steel (25%
college that determines the president and Trump won Tariff) and aluminium (10%) tariffs. In 1922 the Fordney306 electoral votes when a candidate needs 270 to McCumber Act raised the average import tax to 40%
win, while Clinton won 232. Yet in the popular vote, and the Smoot-Hawley tariff in 1929 increased tariffs
Trump won 46.4% of votes (62,984,825) and Clinton by another 20%. This tariff was meant to save the
won 48.5% (65,853,516). This is not to discount Trump’s American agriculture industry and reduce imports
victory; it just shows the tight race and polarization. from Europe, which it did, but is also hurt US exports
Trump supporters and ‘Leave’ voters tend to be those by causing more than 20 countries to adopt their own
whose voices have been ignored in the globalizing protectionism, which in the end cost America more
world. Those who were against the populist trend than it saved. President Franklin D. Roosevelt then
benefit most from free trade and globalization, mostly reduced the tariff levels in 1934 with the Reciprocal
people in London and the North East and West Coast Trade Agreement Act and promoted free trade and
in the US. Yet the closeness of both votes is interesting cooperation with foreign governments after the tariffs
and shows the difficulty of weighing the costs and hurt global trade and caused bank failures.
benefits.

Consequence
from
backlash
globalization and free trade

In 1981 Reagan put quotas on Japanese car imports

against that flooded the market which led domestic producers

The split in both countries and the victory of populism,
now following protectionist tendencies, seems to
show that currently more and more people view
globalization and free trade as too costly. This could
lead to a domino effect around the world, especially
with the potential trade wars that might aid the
trend of protectionism and new voices in politics
going against the current status quo. The current
protectionist policies from the populist uprisings in the
US and UK include ending or renegotiating free trade
agreements as well as potential protectionist tariffs.
The US has left the TTP, is renegotiating NAFTA and
has declared new tariffs and potential trade wars.

to lower production, cutting 60,000 American auto
jobs from 1982-84. In 2002 George W. Bush imposed
similar steel tariffs to those Trump is proposing and
they were in place for 18 months before being ruled
illegal by the WTO. Over that time, the price of steel
spiked and put 200,000 Americans out of work as
companies relying on cheap imported steel suffered.
Another recent tariff was the Obama tire tariff from
2009-2012, a 35% tariff on Chinese tires which in the
end raised the cost of American-made tires by 3.2%;
reducing discretionary spending on other goods and
weakening the US economy. Also China retaliated
against

American

chicken

imports

which

cost

American chicken producers about $1 billion.

The UK is leaving the EU and Single Market and must Not all tariffs are bad; the ones that work best protect
negotiate future access.
Looking back on American tariffs for the past 100 years

industries that are an important part of the economy
and can mostly sustain the domestic market and
export excess. The WTO allows countries to impose
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tariffs to protect industries vital to national security, a and economic order. The markets are trying to send
loophole the US seems to be exploiting with its new us a different message. The US stock market is +21%
proposed tariffs.

higher since the current administration was installed
in office. There is evidence to suggest that this strong

Conclusions
We are not aware of any quantifiable argument
against the benefits from free trade and globalization
on the global economy. Increasing trade in the last 3
decades brought higher GDP which in turn improved
the lives of millions of people around the world. Yet the
loss of certain industries in many developed countries
has imposed a major cost on the affected social
groups who in turn voted against this process. Since
all major industrialized countries are democracies,
and all voices are meant to be heard, the result for
mainstream economic policy in many countries was
devastating. This can be seen in the US and UK but
there could well be an established trend against free
trade and globalization. More and more countries may
begin to focus on the costs and ignore the benefits. The
response to the costs of globalization and free trade
seems to be a dramatic deviation from the long-term

performance has far more to do with the efforts of
the previous administrations to stabilize and revive the
economy which was in ruins after the 2007-2008 crash
than with the unnecessary tax cuts implemented under
the new tax regime only few months ago. In theory
healthy stock market reflects strong economy which
should in turn attract more investment in the domestic
currency. Hence the expectations for a stronger USD.
The Fed is well into the monetary tightening cycle
which is also supposed to support the value of the
USD. Finally, there is the perceived “flight to safety”
drive to accumulate USD denominated assets which
further strengthens the USD value at the expense of
emerging markets assets which are down 16% YtD. The
reality is different because despite the above strongly
bullish factors the USD is down 10% since the POTUS
took office. We believe that the markets are trying to
send a message of distress which will become ever
more real as the trade war continues to escalate.

trend. Potential trade wars and a subsequent drive to The economic evidence is overwhelmingly in favour of
protectionism are equally dangerous alongside rising the statement that free trade and globalization have
xenophobia and nationalism as seen in the US by the been beneficial to the global economy. Therefore,
philosophy of Trump’s “Make America Great Again” governments need to focus on using the wealth
and “America First”, or the “Take back control” and created by free trade to invest back into communities
“Vote to Leave the EU” campaign in the UK.
We identify some worrying signs that the global
economic growth is already suffering because of the
rhetoric and actions of certain governments. More
specifically, members of the US administration have

which suffered due to globalization. This is the only
way to break the vicious cycle of more job losses,
more anger and increasing popularity of political
parties who offer undeliverable promises based on
hate, xenophobia and misguided economics.

been very vocal in their praises to the “new” political It is very difficult to start or revive an industry in a
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developed country like the US. Jobs have been

is sufficiently educated to fulfil the new demand for

exported and manufacturing is reduced. Placing

skilled jobs. The generation of men who have been

tariffs on goods is too simplistic and will not force an

displaced and their communities are supporters

efficient new industry to emerge from the ashes of an

of populism and until they are retrained or helped

old champion. Increasing an industrial base can be

in some way, populism may continue to exist and

beneficial only if there is an economic/technological

retaliation against free trade and globalization may

edge. In any case, this is a process which develops

become more extreme.

over a long period of time. The US and UK should take
a closer look at how Germany managed to increase
manufacturing whilst maintaining free trade. This is
due to a combination of focus on long term goals,
investing in vocational training and linking banking
and industry.

Regardless

of

the

future

of

protectionism,

globalization cannot be undone. With the internet,
ease of travel and significant cross-border capital
flows and investment, people and businesses are
more interconnected than ever. A country like the
U.S cannot close itself off from international trade

Evolving job markets will also continue over the next

and step out of global politics. Additionally, despite

few years. Technological innovation is never going

the misguided economics of Brexit, the UK will not

to reverse. Machines will continue to get faster and

be able to substitute their membership to the largest

smarter. Jobs will continue to become unnecessary

trade block in the world with the occasional bilateral

and new ones will be created. The number of college

deal with some former colony. Declining cross-border

and post-graduates grows every year in developed

FDI is already having a negative impact on the global

countries along with the number of skilled jobs. Labour

economy but this trend can be quickly reversed once

force participation may continue to decrease and

the current wave of populism abates – we live in a

that may become the norm until the next generation

globalized world after all.
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